
Build 
yOUR
CV

A good CV is the ultimate first impression - make sure yours stands out!

CVs are an essential part of any job search and starting yours can be a 
daunting process, but don’t worry... 

....We're Here to help!

HOw to Write a Cv 

Top tips

''simplicity is key''

Everyone has a different approach to the CV writing process and that is encouraged -
let your personality shine! 

However, there are a couple of elements that most CVs should always have -
• Length: no longer than two sides of (white) A4 paper, typed 
(not including your cover letter).
• Font: keep it black, between size 10-12, and a common type such as Arial or 
TTimes New Roman.
• Layout: simple and clear, using headings, formatting (bolding, italics, underlining), 
and spacing to structure the information and make it easily scannable.

The formatting of the document can be a common issue for employers viewing your CV.
Avoid this by keeping your layout simple, this makes it less likely that it will appear
unusually when opened on different devices. 

It is essential that when applying for jobs you alter your CV to fit that particular role. 
We know that applying for jobs can be a time-consuming experience and sending 
the same CV to all employers often looks like the easier option. However, it is important 
to keep that CV evolving - It will be worth it!

It is tempting, especially if this is your first CV, to include the details of all your experience
However, it is important to remember that a CV has more impact if the skills on there are 
relevant to the role. 

Don’t panic though, if none of your skills seem fit for the role, think about how your 
abilities from past roles can be transferable! 

Make sure to read the job description that you are applying for carefully and even google
 the employer. Show how you are in line with their company values and how well you fit 
the role!

''Tweaked & Tailored''

''Quality Over Quantity''

''Researched and Ready''



CONTACT|Attention to details 
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Dont Forget
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Keep your details on your CV up to date,this means 
your potential employer can contact you with ease. 
 

This is the perfect opportunity for a few lines about yourself, keep the 
reader intrigued and don’t forget to mention a few of your strengths here,
especially those that are specific to the role. You can then evidence these 
through your CV and carry them through to interview. 

This is a great chance to include any strengths that may not fit the job role 
but evidence how quickly you can adapt, learn or challenge yourself. 
Examples of these could be, a different language, knowledge of certain 
software’s, specialist training or portfolios. 

A reference is a backing of what you’ve put on your CV and a way for future employers to confirm your work and/or educational 
history. The person who writes your reference is a referee. You can write ‘References available on request,’ and provide their 
contact details later.

Starting with your most recent or current position and going backwards, 
list out your previous jobs (including different roles at the same employer).

Emphasise the impact you made in a previous role and link 
this to the positions required skills. 

List your educational experience from high school to 
now. The best way to do this is by writing your most 
recent experience first and then work back to high 
school. 

Always include:
• the name of the institution you studied at
• when you studied there
• the qualification (and grade/s) you achieved

Always include:
• company or organisation’s name
• your official title
• length of employment (month and year)
• your main responsibilities

Dont  Forget


